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Ваш надежный помощник

 

Automation QA Engineer
 

Киев,  
 

Компания: CyberianSoft
Solutions/AutoMobileTechnologies

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB специалисты

Пожелания к сотруднику
 

Образование: не имеет значения
Опыт работы: от двух лет
График работы: удаленная работа
Описание вакансии
 

We are looking for a proactive and motivated Automation QA Engineer with a result-oriented mindset, who can strengthen our team.

We are the result oriented company who values smart, motivated result-driven professionals.

We have an existing suite of products in the US marketplace that are growing at a fantastic pace.

Top Reasons to Work with Us

A fantastic and passionate engineering team that is developing an amazing product
Work for fast-growing and profitable company
Remote work with a flexible schedule

What’s In It for You

Solve challenging problems, grow your experience and learn new skills
Competitive compensation and very significant performance bonus
We offer stock options

As an AQA Engineer you will be responsible for:

Development of auto tests
Scripts execution
Results analysis
Defects reporting

What You Need for this Position

3+ years of experience as an AQA Engineer.
Great knowledge of Java, Appium.
Advanced skills of OOP, WebDriver, JUnit, TestNG.
Understanding test automation frameworks structure.
Knowledge of Git or other version control tools.
Good knowledge of CI/CD process.
Experience in testing web services.

It Could be a Plus if you have

Knowledge of MS TFS, Jenkins
Experience with iOS and Android apps

About AutoMobile Technologies, Inc.

Our Company is the leading provider of mobile solutions for automotive repair companies as well as general mobile field force
management. We are processing about 40,000 repairs a day across the United States, Canada, and Latin America and we are
looking to expand our presence in the European Union.

If you'd be interested in this offer, please send your CV to olga.titova@cyberiansoft.com

https://jobs.ua/rus/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Контактная информация
 

Контактное лицо: ОльгаТитова
 

Сайт: http://amt.company
 

https://jobs.ua/rus/out/http%253A%252F%252Famt.company
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